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Exploring resistance of renal cell carcinoma to targeted therapy
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Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) accounts for 2-3% of all adult malignancies and its incidence has risen over past 
decades. Although surgery is successful for early-stage localised tumours, RCC metastases are common 
and generally treatment-resistant, with poor patient prognosis. This is despite introduction of many novel 
tyrosine kinase (TK) inhibitors that target angiogenesis. Understanding mechanisms of resistance to 
targeted therapy, and developing measures to overcome resistance, may help improve patient care. Sunitinib 
remains the most commonly-used first-line TK inhibitor for RCC. This project aimed to develop resistance 
to sunitinib in RCC cell lines (SN12K1, Caki-1, Caki-2 and 786-0) and to describe differences in their 
growth and molecular characteristics compared with non-resistant parental RCC cultures.

RCC cells were made resistant by continuous, chronic exposure to 10µM sunitinib. Resistant RCC cell 
lines were stable in 10µM sunitinib for approximately 10 months. In comparison, parental cell lines treated 
with 10µM sunitinib showed 50%, 80%, and 90% death at 24h, 48h and 72h, respectively. Cell proliferation 
(MTT), morphology (microscopy), transmigration (migration chamber), and gene expression (Q-PCR) 
for interleukin (IL)-6, IL-8 and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) were studied. Resistant cells, in 
general, did not show significantly-different proliferation from parental cells. Morphologically, resistant cells 
generally had significantly-increased nuclear and cellular size. The transmigration assay produced variable 
results for invasiveness, attesting to heterogeneity in response to therapy of RCC. IL-6 was significantly 
increased in all resistant cells, and VEGF in SN12K1 and Caki-2 cells. The IL-6-associated upregulation of 
VEGF may occur via TK-independent alternate angiogenesis pathways.
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Detection of let-7 mirnas in urine supernatant as potential diagnostic 
approach in non-metastatic clear-cell renal cell carcinoma
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Introduction: Urinary microRNAs (miRNAs) are emerging as a clinically useful tool for early and non-
invasive detection of various types of cancer. Let-7 miRNA family was previously shown to be involved 
in pathogenesis of wide range of cancers, including renal cell carcinoma (RCC). Materials and methods: 
Total RNA was purified from supernatant of 105 first morning urine specimens (69 non-metastatic clear-
cell RCC patients, 36 gender/age-matched healthy controls). Levels of let-7 family miRNAs in urine were 
determined absolutely using quantitative real-time PCR. Results: Concentrations of all let-7 miRNAs (let-
7a, let-7b, let-7c, let-7d, let-7e and let-7g) were significantly increased in urine samples obtained from 
RCC patients compared to healthy individuals (P < 0.0001; P < 0.0001; P = 0.0048; P = 0.0061; P = 0.015 
and P = 0.002 respectively). Subsequent ROC analysis has shown that let-7a levels possesses good ability 
to differentiate between cases and controls with area under curve being 0.8307 (sensitivity 71%, specificity 
81%). Conclusion: We have shown that let-7 miRNAs are abundant in the urine samples of patients with 
clear cell RCC, and out of six let-7 family members, let-7a outperforms the others and presents promising 
noninvasive biomarker for the detection of RCC.
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The anticancer effect of Β-2-Himachalen-6-Ol isolated from wild carrot
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Previous studies in our laboratory showed that Daucus Carota Oil Extract (DCOE) possesses in vitro and in 
vivo anticancer activities. Chemical analysis of DCOE led to the isolation of β-2-himachalen-6-ol (HC) which 
exhibited potent anticancer activity against breast, brain and skin cancer cells. The present study investigates 
the anticancer activity of HC againstSW1116 colon cancer cell lines and evaluates its mode of action. The 
SW1116 colon cancer cell line was treated with HC (1,5,10 and 25 µg/ml) and cell viability was evaluated with 
WST 1 assay kit. Cell cycle analysis was carried out by flow cytometry, and pro/anti-apoptotic proteins were 
measured using western blot. HC showed a dose-dependent decrease in cell survival with an IC50 of 18 and 
14.5 µg/ml after 24 and 48 hours respectively. Flow cytometry analysis revealed that 10 µg/ml HC increased 
the number of cells undergoing necrosis (18.05%) and late apoptosis (15.66%). At HC 25 µg/ml more cells 
shifted toward necrosis (58.01%) and late apoptosis (30.47%). Western blot analysis revealed a significant 
decrease in p-Erk, p-Akt, pro-caspase-3 and Bcl-2 and an increase in p53, p21, Bax and PARP proteins. In 
conclusion, HC treatment (low dose) induced cell cycle arrest and promoted apoptosis via inhibition of the 
MAPK/ERK and PI3K/AKT pathways. 
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